MOBILITY
SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES
Connect, Protect, and Manage
Your Mobile Fleet

Your Wireless World
Modern employees are hyper-connected and have developed the expectation that they will be able
to leverage the same connectivity they enjoy in their daily lives at work. Your organization needs to
provide that level of support in order to remain competitive, gain and retain the best employees,
and meet the expectations of customers accustomed to a rapid response time. As a result, most
organizations are making investments to bolster their infrastructure and enable mobile device
connectivity. However, whether you are issuing devices or instituting a BYOD program, IT needs to
recognize that there must be a strategy in place to allow connectivity to occur safely and securely.
Connection has a robust Mobility Practice empowered to help organizations like yours better realize
the mobile options best suited for their situation and the steps required to help employees connect
securely from any device, anywhere, at anytime.
If you have questions or would like to learn more about our Mobility Practice, call us today.
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How Are You Managing?
Did you know:
Options like geofencing
form a virtual fence around
your digital assets. When
employees are outside
the bounds of a particular
protected domain, your
device will respond by
activating custom triggers
to shut down network
access or send alerts.
Contact an Account
Manager to learn more.

An effective mobile strategy can be complex to create, since mobile devices offer an array of options
for connectivity through telecommunications capability, SMS, wireless, Bluetooth, email, and more.
However, each one of these connectivity options is a vector that an attacker could leverage to breach
the security of a mobile device, your network, and its data. You need to make sure your organization
keeps this in mind when building a mobile strategy.
One of the first choices any organization will need to make is whether to offer a bring your own
device (BYOD) program or issue company-owned devices. You might wish to save money on devices
by allowing the workforce to use their own personal devices. However, issuing corporate devices
means tighter control. Another choice to consider is the device platform. With many to choose from,
you’ll need to decide early on if you plan to support iOS, Android, Windows, or a mix.
Once you make a platform decision, you’ll need to determine how devices will be issued and
managed. This presents a significant challenge since you’ll need a sound Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM) strategy. EMM solutions enable IT to offer the capability to connect devices
to the network, and manage the applications and the data employees can access in a way that is
consistent with organizational objectives and policies.
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Why Choose Connection for
Mobility Solutions and Services?

Supported Device
Platforms:
• Android
• Chrome
• iOS
• MacOS
• Microsoft

HW Device Providers:
• Apple
• Dell
• HP
• Lenovo

Connection has extensive experience in the technologies that support effective and secure mobility.
We will work closely with you to understand what your organization is trying to accomplish from
a process perspective and analyze what risks you need to address. This information is then used
to design a mobile solution that will be responsive to the needs of your organization—and its
desired level of acceptable risk. Our process will guide you through mobile device selection, mobile
infrastructure readiness, mobile device management, mobile device security, and mobile device
deployment. Connection has an unmatched depth of technical and business experience associated
with the best-in-breed methods needed to choose the right devices and appropriate layered security
for your particular environment.
Connection can take you through our mobile solution design process that encompasses a number
of critical steps to ensure a sound mobile infrastructure. This may include conducting a wireless
survey, identifying gaps in service, identifying network vulnerabilities and performance issues, and
preparing solutions for remediation. Our team can also assist with device selection, designing device
management solutions, designing a device security plan, and provisioning devices for deployment. We
can also design and implement a plan for ongoing management of your secure, mobile environment.

Enhance Growth

Elevate Productivity

Our Featured Partners:

Empower Innovation

Our Expertise:

• Microsoft
• Samsung
Intune

Intune

Mobile

Mobile
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Comprehensive Solutions and Services
Our portfolio of mobility services and solutions is fully managed by our in‑house
experts and delivered by our nationwide network of Connection premier partners.
Our mobility offerings include:
• Mobile Readiness Health Check › p. 5
• Mobile Device Management › p. 6
• Mobile Device Security › p. 7
• Mobile Deployment Services › p. 8
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Mobile Readiness Health Check
Is Your Infrastructure Ready?
Mobile readiness is something a lot of organizations do not
carefully consider before making the leap toward increased
mobility. However, we encourage you to begin this process
with a Mobile Readiness Health Check.
Our readiness assessment will analyze the quality of service
available within your current infrastructure. This includes areas
such as ingress/egress infrastructure, the number of points on
the network, bandwidth capabilities, network segmentation,
switching, routing, and all requirements to ensure the network
can address the increased capacity of additional mobile devices
in the environment. Connection will perform this same exercise
for your wireless network.
We will also determine if there are any security issues associated
with how you are managing access. Many organizations do not
consider that vulnerability when building their wireless network.
We want to add security checks that will mitigate risk. We also
address any unique security configurations related to your needs
and sensitive data. Typically, the best way to perform this service is
on site at your location. We can also perform this service remotely
by dropping appliances in the environment and running testing
tools, depending upon your desires and the complexity of your
environment. Ultimately, we want to ensure you are made aware of
any performance or security gaps. Then, we’ll put a plan together
to help you mitigate all those areas of concern.
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Mobile Device Management
Deliver the Mobile Experience Your Organization Requires
Many users taking advantage of a BYOD program have expressed
a concern with their employer erasing their personal data from
their device. However, one of the advantages of using an MDM
solution is an option called containerization. This separates
personal data from corporate data and most modern MDMs
do this very effectively.

options from multiple vendors. Our trial process enables you
to see how well it will work with those partners.
Typically, an MDM solution will allow for a 30-day trial of your
selected partner solution and a number of test licenses to start
the process. At the end of that trial period, you’ll have the option
to purchase the technology you tested, or test more solutions.

With containerization, you have complete control over the device.
A function called “enterprise wipe” can remove data from the
corporate container only. If a user leaves the organization, IT
can take all the data, all the apps, and all the capabilities off that
device and restore it back to their personal configuration. MDM
solutions also allow you to effectively enforce all your corporate
policies on both company and BYOD devices.
If you’re looking to pursue an MDM solution to watch over your
devices, our mobility experts are ready to make your experience
an easy one. They will work closely with you to determine which
MDM solutions might work for your needs. They’ll conduct
a discovery call to identify your requirements and then
recommend a few options to test.
Exercises we can go through to help you select the right
MDM solution are based on numbers of users, their roles and
responsibilities, what you have for current infrastructure, the
complexity of the environment, and the technology you want
to implement. For example, we might recommend that you trial
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Mobile Device Security
Mitigate Risk and Manage Compliance
A mobile device is inherently a very insecure type of computer.
They connect to all types of websites, send and receive text
messages, view social media sites, and store very sensitive
information. The amount of potential malicious connections
possible on a mobile device is much higher than typical computer
systems. Users may also attempt to jailbreak their device,
so that they can get access to applications that aren’t a part of
the standard configuration. All of this opens up a tremendous
opportunity for malicious software ending up on a mobile device,
compromising it and your organization.
Our Mobility Practice and Security Practice ensures that you build
a sound mobile strategy that addresses these very real concerns.
Our Security Practice has a detailed methodology that helps you
consider all aspects of mobile security and manage policies to
achieve the desired level of acceptable risk.
We’ll help you think about mobility—not only just from a standard
business process perspective, but from a security perspective—
and determine how to connect these devices in a safe and secure
way. We can also place additional layers of security—like multifactor authentication—onto the devices themselves to provide
more protection. This is accomplished with Connection’s Mobile
Device Management Security Health Check.

This service addresses both device security as well as device
management security. If you are running a Mobile Device
Management system, Connection will review the configuration,
controls and policies to ensure that you are meeting your
standards for security or compliance, and that the devices are
locked down through MDM to meet these requirements as well.
If you are not running an MDM, you should consider one to
ensure proper configuration and management of mobile devices.
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Mobile Deployment Services
Harness the Benefits of Mobility
Connection offers a full suite of mobile deployment services.
We can design an entire infrastructure, and then conduct its
configuration, implementation, and rollout. This even includes
getting devices delivered to end users with an EMM solution
pre-installed and configured.
We employ a team of highly qualified technicians to perform
hardware configurations on mobile devices as well as any imaging
and asset tagging requirements for your rollout. Our technicians
hold a range of certifications from all of the major manufacturers,
and receive near weekly training on new products and features.
Our Configuration Center experts work closely with our practice
leaders and an Account Manager to review your requirements and
understand the details of your project and specific needs. We leave
no stone unturned, and no detail is too small.
Then, our team sets your rollout into motion. This includes unique
services specific to mobile device provisioning and kitting and
includes several steps and options. We can:
• Pre-install software and pre-configure settings
• Perform remote imaging
• Create custom images
• Stage a rollout and dispatch deliveries as needed
on a detailed schedule

We also offer asset tagging. It can be as simple as a white label
that has a digit code on it, or it could be as complex as a 3x3 color
label that has a company logo made of a highly durable material.
We can also perform laser engraving, embroidery on cases, and
RFID tagging. You can provide your own tags and engravings, or
we can develop them with our templates.

State-of-the-Art Custom Configuration
Our Distribution and Configuration Center is 268,000 square
feet and 7.5 million cubic feet. With our proven approach to
rapid response, we can complete more than 1,000 custom
configurations in a day. Configuration Center Services include:
• Hardware configuration
• Asset tagging
• Image building/management
• RFID/UID tagging
• Inventory planning and rollout
• Laser engraving/branded embroidery
• Custom labeling/packaging
• Kitting/reverse kit solutions
• Document/printing insertion services

• Create custom kits for remote employees
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Our Mobility Services Delivery Model
Is Your Foundation for Deployment Success

Our experts have designed industry-leading assessments,
analysis, technology planning, and integration for all types
of networking solutions. Our Network, Mobility, and Security
Practices work in tandem to design solutions tailored to your
unique environment:
Mobility Practice has a depth of technical and business
experience associated with methods to choose the right devices
for a particular environment and layer on proper policies with
sound EMM solutions.
Network Practice will address any gaps and remediate issues
within your infrastructure.
Lifecycle Practice will ensure your deployment is configured
and delivered as designed and on schedule.

Security Practice has a detailed methodology that ensures you
consider all aspects of security and manage policies to achieve the
desired level of acceptable risk. This lets us think about mobility
not only just from a standard business process perspective, but
from a network and security perspective as well, to help you
determine how you can connect these devices in a safe and
secure way.

Your Trusted Mobility Partner
Increase productivity in your organization with guidance from our
experts. They rely on the most sophisticated, innovative tools and
strategies, ensuring we’re able to meet your changing needs day
after day. Contact us to learn more about our complete offering
of mobility solutions and services.
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About Connection
As a leading National Technology Solutions Provider, we’ve been trusted for
over 35 years to connect people with technology that enhances growth, elevates
productivity, and empowers innovation. Connection, a Fortune 1000 company,
is a go-to provider for more than 300,000 products and services from 1,600
manufacturers. Our experts lead with solution selling for small- to medium-sized
businesses, enterprises, and the public sector across all verticals, from healthcare
and retail to higher education and everything in between.

Business Solutions

Enterprise Solutions

Public Sector Solutions

1.800.800.0014

1.800.369.1047

1.800.800.0019

www.connection.com

www.connection.com/ent

www.connection.com/ps
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